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Abstract 

Analysis of telephone conversations within the framework of 

Conversation Analysis reveals that Vietnamese makes 

pragmatic use of intonational tones. Pitch contours on one-

word utterances in backchannels, requests for information, 

turn exits and repair initiations are compared. Target words 

bear one of two lexical tones: the low-level tone thanh huyền 

or the high-level tone thanh ngang. Results shed light on the 

interaction between these tones and those used for signalling 

communicative functions (intonation). An autosegmental 

analysis of this interaction is provided.  

Index Terms: prosody, tone-intonation interaction, 

Vietnamese, pragmatics  

1. Introduction 

Over several decades research on Vietnamese intonation has 

concentrated largely on different sentence types or on syntactic 

phrasing and, recently, on emphasis and focus. For sentence 

types, different pitch contours were identified intuitively [18, 

17], whereby it was supposed that only the phonetic 

characteristics of lexical tones were modified, leaving their 

phonological contrasts intact [cf. 3]. Furthermore, acoustic 

studies show that Vietnamese makes use of variations in F0 

range as markers of emphasis and focus [9, 7].  

Since the speech materials used in the above studies were 

read aloud without real interactional contexts, it is unclear to 

what extent these observations can be transferred to 

spontaneous speech. Recent work has identified a number of 

functions of Vietnamese prosody used at the utterance level [4, 

5]. Adopting the framework of Conversation Analysis [13, 14, 

6], these investigations have shown that pitch contours, in the 

sense of intonation, can be used as interactively relevant cues 

in Vietnamese conversation. This study aims to address the 

question of how lexical tones interact with intonation and to 

formalise this interaction within autosegmental phonology.  

Section 2 provides an overview of four different functions 

of prosody in Vietnamese and illustrates the pitch contours 

used to express them on words with two different lexical 

tones; section 3 suggests a formalisation of the tone-intonation 

interaction and provides evidence for the analysis. 

Conclusions will be drawn in section 4.  

The results presented here are based on a corpus of 18 

telephone conversations with 28 speakers of the Northern 

Vietnamese dialect, 15 female and 13 male, aged between 11 

and 63, recorded in Hanoi and Berlin. The corpus consists of 

approximately 57 minutes of speech in total.  

2. Functions of prosody 

While investigating discourse markers and one-word 

utterances in Northern Vietnamese everyday telephone 

conversations, we found different pitches on the same 

discourse marker/utterance depending on the interactional 

context or activity in conversation [4, 5]. For convenience, the  

 

 

investigated words and their lexical tones are provided in the 

following table, along with their typical citation forms:  

 

Table 1. Tonal properties of investigated words 

 

Word Lexical tone 

(Tone name) 

Stylised 

contour in 

citation form 

Gloss 

ờ / ừ [�]/[�] low-level 

(huyền) 

 yes 

gì [zi] low-level 

(huyền) 

 what 

vâng [v�ŋ] high-level 

(ngang) 

 yes 

ai [ɑ�] high-level 

(ngang) 

 who 

2.1. Backchannels (BC) 

In backchannels, utterances spoken by the hearer to signal 

her/his attention to the current speaker’s talk without taking 

the floor, a falling or low level pitch contour is frequently used 

on the words ờ and its variation ừ (both meaning ‘yes’ and 

bearing the lexical low-level tone). This realisation is 

consistent with the lexical tone of these two words. What is 

striking is that the word vâng (also meaning ‘yes’, often used 

when addressing elders) which has a lexical high-level tone 

can also be produced with a falling or low level pitch when it 

is used as a backchannel. That is, vâng does not display the 

lexical component of its high-level tone when produced as a 

backchannel, indicating that, in this context, the intonationally 

motivated pitch contour may be able to override the lexical 

tone. Figure 1 provides pitch contours on vâng in 

backchannels (with an English translation of speaker OD): 

 

vang vang vang

mung cho  no bao gio no hoc xong hang hay roi no len tham cac bac sau

glad about her when she finishes learning, then it’ll be in question that she will then come to visit us
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Figure 1: Three instances of falling/low level pitch on vâng 

(‘yes’, lexical high-level) spoken by speaker VT (female)  

in backchannels 

vâng vâng vâng 
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Stylised contour 

in citation form 

Backchannels 

(BC) 

Requests for info 

(Req) (female) 

Turn exit 

technique (T-Ex) 

ờ / ừ [�]/[�] 
    

vâng [v�ŋ] 
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2.2. Requests for information during telephone 

openings (Req) 

In Schegloff’s work on American English [15], standard 

openings in telephone calls involve a summons/answer 

sequence, an identification sequence, a greeting sequence and 

an exchange of how-are-you sequences. Somewhere at the 

beginning, the caller must give the reason for the call, which is 

also the first topic of the conversation.  

In the Vietnamese corpus, ờ, ừ (lexical low-level tone) and 

vâng (lexical high-level tone) also occur during the opening of 

some telephone calls. In this position, a rising pitch contour 

can be used on these words – regardless of their lexical tones – 

by speakers to acknowledge information (e.g. asked by callers) 

and at the same time to request the identification and/or the 

reason for the call. (Note that this was only the case for female 

speakers).  

2.3. Turn exit technique (T-Ex) 

The rising pitch contour in requests for information typical of 

the female speakers during telephone openings is used by both 

female and male speakers during the body of telephone calls. 

This is usually followed by a turn change. This pitch contour 

can thus function as what is referred to in Conversation 

Analysis as a turn exit technique [13]. That means Vietnamese 

speakers can use this pitch contour on acknowledgements to 

signal that they are at the end of the turn and that the other 

speakers have the right/obligation to take the next turn. 

Example (1) is an excerpt from a telephone call made by two 

male speakers, HV and CT. They are friends, aged 56 and 60. 

CT explains that his son cannot go to school at the age of 6 

years and 8 months. In the transcript ‘[’ stands for overlapped 

speech, ‘(.)’ for micro pause, ‘( )’ for incomprehensible words, 

‘:::’ for lengthening, L% and H% for falling and rising final 

pitch movements and ‘�’ for investigated line. An English 

translation is provided in italics.  

(1) CT  nếu mà::[: đến a::: sinh từ tháng chín [đổ về (.) trước  

  If till uh if he were born before September, 

 HV              [đủ ( ) tròn tuổi                  [ờ 

                Reach the age of 7             yes 

 CT là được sau [thì là thôi 

  he could go to school, born after that he cannot 

 HV                    [mmL%        mm L% mm L% 

                      mm            mm mm 

 CT sau là phải sang năm 

  Born after September, he has to wait till next year. 

 HV mm L%  mm L% 

  Mm mm. 

� CT ờ H% 

  Yes. 

 HV thế là cũng ( ) chậm mất một năm nhờ 

 That means he’ll go to school almost a year late, 

right? 

 CT ((laughs) ờ L%) 

  Yes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During CT’s explanation, HV signals that he is listening and 

acknowledges the information provided by CT with a low fall. 

HV takes the floor after the acknowledgement produced by CT 

with a rise in pitch (Figure 2). Note that the rise is on ờ which 

has a lexical low-level tone.  

 

o

mm mm the thi la cung (  ) cham mat mot nam nho
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Figure 2: Rising pitch contour on ờ (‘yes’, lexical low-level) 

spoken by speaker CT (male) as turn exit technique (and     

low level pitch on mm as backchannel spoken by speaker HV) 

 

The requests for information during telephone openings and 

the turn exit techniques discussed here have a similar function. 

It is therefore not surprising that the typical pitch contour is 

the same. Table 2 provides the pitch contours used on ờ, ừ and 

vâng in backchannels, requests for information during 

telephone openings and turn exits. Note that not all 

investigated words are found in all interactional contexts. 

2.4. Repair initiations after mishearing (RI) 

In spontaneous speech, problems in the production, hearing or 

understanding of utterances cannot be avoided. Thus, there 

must be a mechanism for interlocutors to manage their talk, so 

that they “are working with similar understanding of what one 

another is saying and meaning”, and in order to maintain 

“mutual orientation to common topics and fields of reference 

in talk-in-interaction” [6: 64-65, cf. 16]. This mechanism is 

referred to in Conversation Analysis as “repair”, with three 

phases: (i) trouble source turn, (ii) initiation of repair and (iii) 

performance of repair ([14], see example (2)). In the work on 

prosodic cues of self-repair by Nakatani and Hirschberg [10], 

a repair is divided into three intervals: the ‘reparandum 

interval’, the ‘disfluency interval’ and the ‘repair interval’. 

While [10] dealt with self-initiated self-repairs, i.e. the repair 

is both initiated and performed by the speaker of the trouble 

source turn, this study investigates so-called other-initiated 

self-repairs, i.e. the repair is performed by the speaker of the 

trouble source turn but initiated by the other interlocutor.   

(2) F:  This is nice, did you make this? 

(i) K:  No. Samu made that. 

(ii)  F:  Who? 

(iii) K:  Samu.                                                     [14: 367-68]                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ờ 

Table 2. Pitch contours on ờ, ừ and vâng in different contexts 

mm 
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Sequences like (2) in the Vietnamese corpus show that this 

language uses tonal means to initiate repairs. One-word 

utterances like gì and ai (with different lexical tones, as listed 

in Table 1) are produced with a high rising pitch when 

speakers have problems hearing an utterance and thus initiate 

a repair from conversational partners. In some cases, repair 

initiations are accompanied by an additional loudness or a fast 

tempo. The typical pitch contours used in this context are 

provided in schematic form in the following table:   

Table 3. Pitch contours used in repair initiations (RI) 

 

The extent to which the lexical tone is discernible in repair 

initiations depends on the speech rate or style. The falling 

component of gì disappears in fast speech, but is retained to 

some extent in slow, careful speech. It is important to note that 

in repair initiations, no matter whether the lexical tones remain 

or not and whether in fast speech or slow, careful speech, there 

must be a (high) rising pitch at the end of the phrase.  

3. Interaction of tone and intonation 

Vietnamese possesses a great number of sentence particles, for 

example to form questions [17]. However, speakers can also 

form questions without particles. In this case, a high pitch at 

the end of the phrase functions as a marker for question 

modality [3]. This is analysed as an intonation phrase final 

boundary tone. Evidence for a final high boundary tone has 

also been found in the spontaneous speech reported above: in 

requests for information during telephone openings (2.2) and 

in repair initiations (2.4), both of which are questions, and in 

turn exits (2.3). The analysis of backchannels provides 

evidence for low boundary tones, supported by our findings on 

the semantically empty word mm discussed in section 3.3. 

Before proceeding with the formalisation of tone and 

intonation in conversation, the tone system of Vietnamese is 

summarised, based on results of previous research. 

3.1. Vietnamese tone 

Vietnamese tones are characterised not only by pitch (F0), but 

also by voice quality [1, 11, 12, 8]. The six lexical tones are 

distributed across two tone registers which are also claimed to 

be related to voice quality (creaky voice and breathiness) [12]. 

Since the analysis of register in Vietnamese is highly 

controversial (see [2] also for discussion from perceptual 

perspective), we restrict this study to the question of how 

lexical tones interact with intonational tones without 

considering the voice quality. Table 4 provides the properties 

of the two lexical tones investigated (l = low, h = high):  

Table 4. Characterisation of investigated lexical tones 

Words Lexical tones  Phonological analysis (Contour) 

ờ / ừ low-level (huyền)                   l 

gì  low-level (huyền)                   l 

vâng high-level (ngang)                    h 

ai  high-level (ngang)                    h 

3.2. Interaction of tone and intonation 

The current study uses an autosegmental model adapted from 

[12] exhibiting a sisterhood relationship between contour and 

voice quality features of lexical tones. (3a) illustrates the 

structure of the tonal representation associated with the Tone 

Bearing Unit (TBU) which in Vietnamese is the syllable. (3b) 

shows an analysis of sample words with two lexical tones 

huyền and ngang (voice quality not considered).  

 (3a)     TBU (σ)                                (3b)    ừ / ờ        vâng       

                                                          σ               σ  

             TRN (Tonal Root Node)          

                                                                  TRN          TRN 

   Contour   Voice quality                                                     

     (tlex)         (vlex)                                  Contour     Contour 

      

                                                                      l                h                                                    

(4) represents the formalisation of the interaction between tone 

and intonation in the investigated utterances:  

(4) Backchannels  

           (BC) 

Requests (Req) and           

turn exits (T-Ex) 

              IP 

 

          Contour 

 

 L%        tlex       L% 

    

 

                     IP 

 

                Contour 

 

        L%        tlex       H% 

 

Repair initiation (RI) 

(slow, careful speech)  

      Repair initiation (RI) 

      (fast speech) 

              IP 

 

         Contour 

 

               tlex       H% 

                      IP 

 

                 Contour 

 

                       tlex       H% 

 

Backchannels are analysed as having a low boundary tone at 

the beginning and at the end of the intonation phrase (IP). In ờ 

and ừ, the pitch contour is consistent with the lexical tone 

(low-level). However, this is not the case for vâng, which has 

a lexical high-level tone. Thus, regardless of the lexical tone, 

backchannels are typically produced low level or falling.  

Similarly, in requests for information and turn exits, the 

initial low and final high boundary tones are reflected in a 

rising contour which is not affected by the lexical tone (see 

Table 2).  

By contrast, repair initiations in slow, careful speech are 

produced with a final (high) rise, preceded by the lexical tone. 

In fast speech the lexical tones appear to be lost, possibly 

reflecting delinking of the lexical tones. Compared to requests 

for information and turn exits, the boundary H% in repair 

initiations accounts on its own for the high rise, presumably 

leaving more room for the realisation of the lexical tones in 

slow, careful speech.   

(5) represents for each communicative function an 

example of the interaction between tone and intonation: 

 

(5)         BC                         Req and T-Ex   

             vâng 

               IP 

 

            Contour 

 

   L%        h         L% 

                                ừ 

                               IP 

 

                           Contour 

 

                  L%         l         H% 

           

Word Stylised 

contour in 

citation form  

RI in fast 

speech 

RI in slow, 

careful 

speech 

gì [zi]  

 

 

 

 

ai [ɑ�]  

 

 

 

 

?  
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RI in slow, careful speech              RI in fast speech 

                gì  
                IP 

 

            Contour 

 

                 l         H% 

                     gì  
                     IP 

 

                Contour 

 

                     l          H% 

3.3. Evidence from the semantically empty word mm 

In the corpus, mm, a semantically empty word, can be found in 

backchannels (acknowledgments), although less frequently 

than ờ and ừ, and in repair initiations. If the word mm has no 

lexical tone, we should expect to find evidence of the 

intonation alone. This means that intonational contours on mm 

should also look like the ones in backchannels and repair 

initiations on the words ờ, ừ, vâng, gì, and ai.  

As a backchannel, mm is produced low falling or low level 

(see mm in Figure 2, spoken by speaker HV (male)). Figure 3 

shows the pitch contour produced on mm in a repair initiation 

by speaker HO (female). The repair is initiated with a rising 

pitch which is similar to the pitch in repair initiations shown in 

Table 3. These findings serve to validate the formalisation of 

the two contexts in (4).  

me hom nay ve day hay o nha me hom nay ve day a

You’ll come today or stay at home? You’ll come today?

mm mm

75

400

100

200

300

0 4.41.1 2.2 3.3  

Figure 3: Pitch contour on mm produced by speaker HO 

(female) in a repair initiation 

4. Discussion and conclusion  

Results show that Vietnamese makes use of intonational tones 

to convey different contexts in talk-in-interaction. The typical 

form-function relations investigated are as follows: In 

backchannels, low boundary tones (L%) are used at the 

beginning and at the end of the phrase, whereas lexical tones 

appear to be lost. In requests for information during telephone 

openings and in turn exits, a rising contour (initial L% and 

final H%) is produced, again not affected by the lexical tones. 

In functional terms we are dealing with one-syllable utterances 

which bear initial and final boundary tones, possibly making it 

difficult for lexical tones to be realised. Speech rate does not 

appear to influence the realisation of these tones.  

Repairs, by contrast, are realised with only one final 

boundary tone. In fast speech the lexical tones also appear to 

be absent, while in slow, careful speech they are present in the 

first portion of the signal. However, there is insufficient data 

to ascertain whether lexical tones are phonologically delinked 

in fast speech or whether we are dealing with a gradual 

process of (e.g.) coarticulation. 

We have provided evidence (a) for input to the tonal 

phonology of Vietnamese not only from lexical but also from 

postlexical sources, and (b) for an analysis in which lexical 

tones can be masked or even overridden by edge tones. 

However, our study deals with only two lexical tones thanh 

huyền and thanh ngang in function words and has looked 

exclusively at one-syllable phrases. Future work needs to 

include the other lexical tones on function words as well as 

content words, and also needs to consider longer phrases and 

different speech rates.  
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